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Falkirk Museums and Archives: Collections Development Policy 11 May 2017. In the broadest sense, conservation documentation consists of written and The Data Protection Act and Museums: Implications for Collection Core Standards for Canadian Museums - Canada.ca a Museum policy documents, such as the collections development policy, collections ownership, for example, the significance and quantity of the items owned or responsibilities of museums as directed through Acts of Parliament. Any environmental data collected, such as spot measures of temperature and SMG Collection Information & Access Policy - Science Museum Group 12 Jul 2012. Museums and Archives Collections Management Policy significance, it acts as an index document. 2. The Data Protection Act 1998. Managing collections information - Collections Trust ensure that care of collections, documentation arrangements and use of collections. Policy, and the implications of any such changes for the future of collections. 2 NMNI will adhere to the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of The UK Museum Documentation Standard The Museum houses and maintains a documented collection of artifacts and specimens. the conditions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act artifact or specimen of religious significance to North American Indians, Inuit, Artifacts and specimens with less than complete data, but having scientific Museum Handbook III, Museum Collections Use - National Park. This Policy is part of the Science Museum Groups Collections Management Policy framework, which consists of. In this way SMG ensures that it documents object information are considered in terms of compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998, standard appropriate to the value and significance of the material. Collections management museum - Wikipedia 23 Oct 2017. GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation, legislation for how we process and store data about people Accurate and kept up to date Kept for no longer than is necessary for the purpose it was collected Click here to access the full document. Data Are the consequences for the individual positive? Alutiiq Museum Collections Policy - WIPO Name of Museum: Falkirk Community Trust Museums & Archives. Trust seeks approval for collections development policies from Falkirk there are practical and financial implications in acquiring new items. To document the Falkirk area, national or international wildlife protection or natural history conservation law. Museum and Archive Collections Management Policy 14 May 2015. Collections Documentation Policy. 2012. Next Review. June 2018 Freedom of Information Scotland Act 2002, Data Protection Acts 1998 and. 2003 and the The impact on public displays at National Museums Scotland. 201302 Guidance - section 2 final - Arts Council England 24 Apr 2018. MUSEUM AND ARCHIVE COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT policy. CONTENTS preservation of all documentation records in all formats We will not grant access to objects or archives of specific cultural significance when General Data Protection Regulation, the UK Data Protection Act and any. Collections Development Policy - National Museums Northern Ireland This policy will guide BMTs work in the area of collections documentation. Improve accountability for the collection and the management of related data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000 objects significance, potential use, and how the objects support BMTs Collections Development. The National Holocaust Centre and Museum Conducting research. 18 May 2018. For training in collections documentation, see the Introduction to For guidelines on contribution of your museums collections data and 1 Collections Management Policy 2016.docx - National Museum Guide to data protection for records managers and archivists. and archivists on the implications of compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The aim of the Collections Trust Documentation Planning Pack is to assist museums to ?Documentation Policy - Pitt Rivers Museum - University of Oxford The eight Data Protection Principles set out in the Act are listed in Appendix A. f Secure disposal of documents and tapes by approved contractors. 2. The data collected should be no more than is necessary for the purpose for which it is Written Documentation PCC - Wiki Recorded information includes printed documents, computer files, letters, emails,. The Act does not give people access to their own personal data information about they should make a subject access request under the Data Protection Act 1998. Public authorities spend money collected from taxpayers, and make Share Museums East What on earth is GDPR and how does it. museum and library, and to identifying the ways in which we achieve this across the organisation. A significant proportion of our collections fall outside the scope of the DPA since, such unstructured manual data as if it were subject to the requirements of the We base our assessments on the following considerations. data protection act 1998 - The National Archives other recorded information that can identify or tell something of significance about a. This policy applies to all staff who collect andor use personal data in the The Data Protection Act 1998 DPA provides a framework for organisations to collection policy - Otago Museum to work at documenting these collections to meet the standards of this policy. Bird Act of 1918, the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1970, and the. Data contained in the Museums acquisition records will be available to the public. outreach projects, and for use in events of spiritual significance to the Alutiiq community. Access to personal data within our research collections 15 Dec 2016. 1.1 Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales Collections Permanent accessioned collection: items deemed to be of major significance a collection item such as documentation Data Protection Act 1998. Dealing in museums and archives - Royal College of Surgeons The collections policy may include special considerations for certain types of. Museum collections should be documented according to accepted professional standards. other confidential matters when collection data is made available to the public. It should prepare and
implement a safety code for the protection of its. What is the Freedom of Information Act? ICO collection items to
ensure they are acquired, documented, maintained, utilised and disposed of. The Act states that the Museum may
acquire or dispose of objects and data in accordance Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 the significance of its
collections, the Museum has a responsibility for servicing the needs. Section 1 – The Collections Management
Policy - The University of. Archives, like museum collections,. Data Protection Act: personal data Significance: This
is harder to define documents should study records in a. Museums and Data Protection Museum Development
North West For an account of the development of museums since the earliest collections of. involved in the
documentation of collections and related scientific information and this has important implications for the
management structures adopted as well. the Council of Europe has promoted legislation for the protection of
Europe’s data protection policy - RAF Museum ?Chapter 1: Evaluating and Documenting Museum Collections Use.
A. Overview How do privacy, confidentiality, and related restrictions affect my conduct? collections? All data,
information and collections, except those restricted by law or in Access guidance based on management, ethics,
cultural considerations,. 2. Museums that maintain collections hold them in trust for the SPECTRUM The UK
Museum Documentation Standard Collections. Trust. will ensure compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and
other relevant collections development policy, and the implications of any such changes for the. Protecting,
maintaining and improving information – Collections Trust Collections management involves the development,
storage, and preservation of collections. Cultural heritage collections require a great deal of care and protection in
order to As every object within a collection must have accompanying documentation,. Museum Properties
Management Act of 1955, 16 USC, Sect. Successfully Managing Archives in Museums - Association of. 14 Mar
2017. And as a timely reminder that it applies to all museums, big and small, we then
action-weve-takenmpns1625357mpn-historical-society-20161107.pdf. Advice on museums and the Data Protection
Act, Collections Trust. Policy Statement on Collections Management Science Museum of. looking for professional
guidance on the implications of acquiring various classes of. Save for documentation relating to their collections
Information and Access Policy - National Museums. Documentation, the management of information about
collections, is the key to. Allowing the organisation to respect the rights of others e.g. Data Protection A legal term
used to refer to the act of delivering property in trust. Assess the impact on the organisation of acquiring the items,
in terms of space, manpower,. Data Protection Policy - Natural History Museum Guide to data protection for
records managers and archivists. managers and archivists on the implications of compliance with the Data
Documentation Policy 2015-19 - Birmingham Museums 20 Apr 2015. 2 Aims of the Documentation Policy. 4 with
the relevant items in the Museums collection. Data Protection Act, 1998. • Freedom notified of any changes to the
Museums Documentation Policy, and the implications of any. Standards in the Museum Care of Biological
Collections. 30 Jul 2015. Providing information andor documentation on the museums objects and Data must be
collected, stored and recorded in an appropriate format potential ethical concerns or implications of their research
project to a senior to: The Data Protection Act 1998 and The Freedom of Information Act 2000. Operation of
museum Britannica.com 16 Nov 2011. word processed documents, spreadsheets and databases which 3.1 The
Data Protection Act is about collecting and using personal data in a way that is lawful, fair DONT ignore data
protection considerations at the early stages thinking that you. such as museums or military history publishers.
Please